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One Porter Ranch family had to put down their beloved Alaskan Eskimo dog after it became 
very ill in mid-November.  

Another lost all 20 of their brightly colored Koi fish after they started dying or disappearing from 
a backyard pond.  

Others in this affluent San Fernando Valley community have noticed fewer bird and wildlife 
sightings. 

While the causes are often difficult to pinpoint, some Porter Ranch residents fear such incidents 
could be related to the massive natural gas leak at Southern California Gas Co.’s nearby Aliso 
Canyon Storage Facility. Regardless, at least some concern may be warranted. Los Angeles 
County health officials are warning that certain animals may be more vulnerable to the leaking 
fumes. 

“Birds and fish may be more sensitive to some chemicals and gases, so (pet) birds should be kept 
indoors and outdoor fish ponds closely monitored,” a Los Angeles County Public Health 
Department official said in an email Thursday. “Some gases can lead to changes in water pH 
which can be unhealthy for fish.” 

The ongoing leak, which was detected on Oct. 23 and has been declared an emergency by Gov. 
Jerry Brown, has sickened residents, forced thousands from their homes and prompted students 
at two schools to relocate. 

The county health department’s Veterinary Public Health program is working with residents, 
veterinarians and animal shelters to monitor the health of local pets. Porter Ranch residents 
should notify the program if they believe their pets have become ill after exposure to the gas 
smell or if they see dead birds or wildlife in their neighborhood, officials said. 

Like humans, dogs and cats may experience discomfort or other symptoms due to odors from the 
gas and thus pet outdoor exposure should be minimized when odors are persistent, county health 
officials said. Pets that appear seriously ill should be taken to a vet clinic. 

‘Heartbroken’ over dead fish 

Christine Katz, whose Porter Ranch home is about a mile from the Aliso Canyon facility, said 
she was “heartbroken” after her Koi fish started to die at her home’s backyard pond in early 
November. She saw two dead fish in the pond filter, and then another two about a week and a 
half later. The others stopped coming up to the surface. She believes they died and decomposed 
toward the bottom. 



“That was my enjoyment, my passion,” said Katz, who has sued SoCalGas over family health 
concerns she believes are related to the leak, as a representative from the R. Rex Parris Law Firm 
listened in. “I would go and pick out many colors, patterns when they were small. I raised them 
to be beautiful fish.” 

SoCalGas spokeswoman Anne Silva said the company “can’t speculate on the cause” of these 
animal deaths. Silva noted that the state’s Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment 
determined the available air sample data “does not indicate that an acute health hazard exists 
from any of the volatile organic chemicals measured, including benzene, in the Porter Ranch 
neighborhood.” 

Katz, who relocated last month to Newbury Park, had noticed oily spots on her car, in her 
backyard and in her pond. One of Katz’s three dogs, a French bulldog, would also vomit shortly 
after going outside at their Porter Ranch home. He must have vomited a dozen times, she said. 

Pond tested 

Parris, the attorney representing the community activist group Save Porter Ranch and others 
suing the Gas Co., claimed in a Jan. 11 letter to the California Department of Fish and Wildlife 
that preliminary tests of water used by outdoor pets in this community suggest “excess levels of 
gasoline range organics,” which can be toxic. Katz’s pond was tested for this and results indicate 
a concentration of 78 parts per billion, according to the firm. 

But one expert not involved in the testing said while it’s possible the gasoline hydrocarbons 
came from the leak, that number alone appears to be too low to kill the fish. 

“In my survey of hydrocarbon median toxicity levels to an assortment of fishes and 
invertebrates, typical concentrations are in the 3-25 ppm (parts per million) or higher range,” said 
Ron Tjeerdema, a professor of environmental toxicology at UC Davis. “In essence 
concentrations at or well over 30 times higher than in the pond you described.” 

County health officials note that gases that contain sulfur or high levels of carbon dioxide may 
make water more acidic, which can be unhealthy for fish. 

A call for an investigation  

Parris argued in the letter to the Department of Fish and Wildlife that pets are ill or disappearing 
and wildlife, such as birds and rabbits, seem to be disappearing as well from the community.  

“It is imperative that the (department’s Law Enforcement) Division investigate the well (leak) by 
SoCal Gas to determine the extent of the migration of these gases, the potential exposure of 
wildlife to these gases, and the impact to the food and water relied upon by wildlife in the Santa 
Susana Mountains,” Parris wrote. 

The California Department of Fish and Wildlife, which is playing a supportive role to the state’s 
Incident Command system regarding the leak, has not received any reports of dead or injured 
wildlife so far, said Steve Gonzalez, a public information officer for the department, on 



Thursday. But he urged those in the community to report any seen to the state agency. There may 
also be a logical reason for fewer wildlife sightings, he said. 

“During these instances, there is a lot of noise and construction,” Gonzalez said. “Typically, 
animals like coyotes and bears will stay away from loud noises like that.” 

‘Nothing that could be done’  

Sally Taylor watched helplessly in mid-November as her 8-year-old dog Bianca quickly became 
lethargic and threw up some 20 times within an hour. When the Alaskan Eskimo was no longer 
able to hold herself up shortly after midnight on Nov. 15, she took the dog to a 24-hour vet 
hospital and was given the stunning news. 

“They said it was the worst blood work the vet has ever seen,” Taylor said by phone as a 
representative from the R. Rex Parris Law Firm again listened in. “Her kidneys had already shut 
down. There was nothing that could be done. The only option was to put her down.” 

Taylor believes the gas leak sickened her dog partly because the dog became noticeably ill on 
Nov. 14, which was one day 

after SoCalGas began the process of pumping fluids down a leaking well in an effort to stop the 
flow of natural gas at the facility. The company alerted nearby residents to stay indoors on Nov. 
13 when some of the brine solution they used to fill the well pipe came back up and created a 
mist in the air over the facility. Gas Co. officials said they soon realized the mist would not travel 
beyond the facility and that it was mostly mud and brine solution. Taylor, however, regrets not 
being home at that time to let Bianca indoors. 

“We’ve all been affected (by the leak),” said Taylor, who has suffered from dizzy spells and 
clogged sinuses in recent months and has temporarily relocated to Granada Hills. “If humans are 
affected, I can only assume animals would be affected even harder.” 

However, an administrative assistant with VCA McClave Animal Hospital in Reseda, where the 
sick dog was seen, said it’s unlikely the animal’s illness was related to the massive gas leak. 

Considering “the presenting complaint and based on what the possible diagnosis was at the time, 
it’s highly, highly, highly unlikely that it’s related,” the assistant said. She declined to elaborate 
further without the owner’s consent. 

Community activists, however, note that independent public health studies related to the leak 
have yet to be conducted in the area. Besides methane which is not considered a long-term health 
hazard, natural gas can contain such carcinogenic chemicals as benzene, toluene and xylene, 
experts say. 

 

 

Fewer birds heard  



For the Balen family, it’s the sound of birds they’ve missed the most. In late December, they said 
the absence made their home in the gated Renaissance community of Porter Ranch “completely 
quiet.” 

“It’s something we’ve heard now for 10 years,” Nena Balen said inside her home on Christmas 
Day. “Every morning, we wake up to the birds chirping. Not anymore.” 

While some of the birds have since returned, David Balen said he wonders whether the swallows 
will come around in February as they do each year. 

“They’ll put two to three nests on the side of your house,” he said. “They’re really beautiful 
when they circle the house.”  
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